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B.A. / B.Sc. (Liberal Arts)
Honours

ABOUT SSLA
Symbiosis School for Liberal Arts (SSLA) is the first liberal arts college in India, with over a decade’s
worth of experience in bringing innovation to education. The B.A. / B.Sc. Honours Degree in Liberal
Arts offered at SSLA adapts the well-established international ideology of liberal arts education

JOIN SSLA FOR:
•
•
•
•
•

Strong academics
Innovative learning
Transdisciplinary learning model
Constructive and friendly environment
Internationally valued 4-year programme

tailored to the Indian scenario. Through a multidisciplinary approach, students are equipped
with the technical, academic and practical knowledge to excel in their future careers.

HOW IS SSLA DIFFERENT?
•

Opportunity to specialise in two or more diverse disciplines

•

1:20 faculty to student ratio

•

242+ courses across 20 disciplines

•

Workshops, study trips and conferences integrated in the programme

•

International exposure, semester exchange and summer trips

ACADEMICS
Our programme is styled very closely on international models of Liberal Arts, while also fulfilling
the demands of a higher education programme in India. We offer a wide range of courses with
the freedom to pick and choose major and minor areas of specialisation. Unique
combinations like Biology and Economics open up avenues in fields like Health,
Economics, Policy Making, Pharmacare, etc.
Along with the coursework, students will engage in a continuous learning
experience beyond the classroom. We partner with the industry and
NGOs for student research, internships, community outreach and
placements. These projects are then assessed and
integrated into the programme structure.
In sync with our ideology of experiential learning,
Symbiosis School for Liberal Arts (SSLA)
has set up a Collaborative for Asian
Anthropology to bring together
cooperation and information
relative to the diverse
communities and people of Asia
and the world
SSLA also hosts the India
Association for Big History. Its
members promote an interdisciplinary
model to trace the trajectory of the
world and our existence in it,
from our origins in the Big Bang
to the present, through an
interactive
micro
/
macro
perspective. It also helps us to better
imagine and forecast our future, as in
our core course, ‘Humanity and Big
History: Our Challenge for Survival’.
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PROGRAMME STRUCTURE
SSLA offers the only four-year full-time B.A./B.Sc. (Liberal Arts) Honours programme in India.
Based on the choice of Major, the degree offered will be:
Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) Honours
Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts) Honours
At SSLA, students will choose a Major and a Minor, with options of choosing a double Major/Minor.
Additionally, the programme includes compulsory courses dedicated to develop global competencies.

Majors
• Mathematics & Statistics
• Computer Studies
• English
• Economics
• Psychology
• Sociology

• Philosophy
• Anthropology
• Media Studies
• Business Studies
• International Relations
• Political Science & Public Policy

Minors
All Majors can also be taken as Minors. The following are additional options for Minors:
Women and Gender Studies, History, Film Studies, Peace and Conflict Studies, Biology,
Physics, Performing Arts and Law.

Core/Compulsory Courses:
• Writing across Genre: Freeing Creativity
• Legal Awareness
• History of Ideas
• Introduction to Multicultural World views
• Introduction to Research: RM I
• Research Methodology II
• Research Methodology III
• Quantitative Reasoning 1:
Mathematics and Statistics
• Quantitative Reasoning 2: Finance
• Short Stories from around the World
• Introduction to Philosophy (Ethics)

• Fundamentals of IT
• Understanding India: What is India?
Unravelling the Mystery
• Humanity and Big History: Our Challenge for
Survival
• Flexi credit course
• Current Economic and Business Analysis
• Final Year Seminar Paper
• Environmental Awareness – Only One Earth
• Rhetoric and Critical Writing
• Diversity Studies
• Computer Fundamentals

A snapshot of electives offered:
• Introduction to Genetics
• Society & Science
• Sustainability Studies
• Living with Climate Change
• Calculus
• Cyber Law
• Literature and Gender
• Film Appreciation
• World Music
• Advertising & Contemporary Culture
• Intellectual Property Rights

• Greek Philosophy
• Analysis of Current Events
• Women Philosophers
• Uday Shankar’s Style of Creative Dance
• Haiku Poetry
• Introduction to Marxism
• Comparative Mythology
• Introduction to Theatre
• Religion & Rebellion
• Creativity and Innovations
• Politics and the Media in India

LIFE AT SSLA
LIFE AT SSLA

The strength of SSLA is its vibrant student community. We encourage a
The strength of SSLA is its vibrant student community. We encourage student
democratic as well as a safe space for you to interact and learn from each
participation in as many processes as possible. Apart from the various
other.
Apart from the various workshops, conferences, and lecture series
workshops, conferences, lecture series, and cultural events organized by SSLA,
that
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organize,
alsoStudent
get to Council
call theand
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engaged
almost
entirely
by
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throughout the year in various club activites run entirely by the students.
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LIFE AFTER SSLA
tailored to the Indian scenario. Through a multidisciplinary approach, students are equipped
with the technical, academic and practical knowledge to excel in their future careers.
Over the four years at SSLA, students are nurtured to become effective thinkers and
communicators, possessing research and analytical skills, interpersonal skills, and
multi-tasking abilities. In the ever-changing work environment, these transferable skills help
students thrive in diverse domains, even when not specifically trained in them.

facilitates
the easy
progress
HigherSSLA’s
Studies –Career
research, Cell
academic
writing, analytical
and critical
thinking, of
multitasking,
familiarity
with research
students
intopublications.
a career path of their choice. Over the
course of four years, you pick up skills which prepare

Industry
– industry
you
for: exposure, multitasking, time management, working with multicultural
groups, ability to draw from different disciplines for creative problem
solving.

Our alumni are studying at:

• Indian Institute of Psychology and Research
• National School of Journalism, Bangalore
• Manipal University
Our alumni are working at:
• New York Film Academy
• Uber
• Johns Hopkins University
• The Times Group
• University of California, Berkeley
• Asian Institute of Diplomacy and
• Australian National University
International Affairs
• London School of Economics
• Zocdoc
• King’s College, London
• Gateway House
• Columbia University
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